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extravagant expenditure has passed away, the waneeo demands
his bond He tells the cultivatoi, ' You have so much to pay
' to the ghee-dealer, so much to the cloth-seller,' and so on, to
all of which the cultivator assents The waneeo says, ' now
' give me my kothulee c/iordmwn,' meaning a fee for loosening
the purse-strings, which must be paid in ready monej, for
luck or as a good omen The cultivator procures one per cent,
in ready money, from wherever he can, and pays it He has
further, also, to make a present, not only to the person who
writes, but also to those who attest the bond Interest is
stipulated for at two per cent per mensem, or, if the terms
are unusually moderate, at one The bond prepared, the
cultivator scrawls beneath it his mark—a rude representation
of a plough When the next crop is ready, and the govern-
ment share has been paid, the creditor exerts himself to carry
off all that remains , the cultivator, with much entreaty,
obtains enough to subsist upon for a short time, and he is
credited on account of the remainder with whatever the
waneeo may be pleased to allow him Sometimes the trader
carries off nearly the whole, and, when the cultivator talks
about a subsistence, says, ' What need vou care ? When
4 yours is done you can ha\ e as much as you like from my
' shop ' Thus the cultivator is driven to the waneeo s shop
for grain to eat, and gram to sow his field with The terms
of lending are, that the borrower shall repay twice the quantity
of grain he takes away, when his crop ripens The next
harvest comes round, but now all the grain which is left,
after the payment of the government demands, goes to pay
for that which was borrowed last year, and there is nothing
left to pay the interest of the fcond This, then, must be
added to the principal, and so the bond goes on swelling year
by year—the trader (who is well aware of the practice of the
courts of justice) taking care to have it periodically renewed,
and carefully closing every loop-hole through which his victim
might escape *
1 The very poverty of these usurers makes them unmerciful creditors
1A rich oppressor,' it has been said, ' leaves a zuan poor, but a poor
' oppressor leaves to him nothing'
' A poor man. that oppresseth the poor, ib a sweeping rain which leaveth
no food,'—Proverbs, sxvm, 3

